USHIO traces its origins to the early years of lighting and has advanced lighting technology in all corners of business and industry. USHIO ensures that only the highest quality lighting products and the finest lighting professionals stand behind the USHIO name.

With over 3,000 employees on three continents, USHIO is a prominent force in the lighting industry. The company serves its customers from over twenty-five comprehensive sales and marketing divisions in over a dozen countries.

In 1987 USHIO’s manufacturing facility for infrared (IR) quartz emitters was established in Newberg, Oregon. The Oregon factory is the largest IR emitter manufacturer located here in the United States. With state-of-the-art technology and high standards for quality, USHIO Oregon has gained notoriety for producing the most reliable IR emitter products in the industry today.

The primary focus at the Oregon facility is to provide custom designs and unique, specialized products. These products include halogen, amalgam and xenon lamps in addition to discharge and LED light box assemblies. Finished products are used in a variety of industries including the semiconductor, medical, dental, copier/printer, industrial heating and drying applications.

As an ISO-9001 and ISO-14001 certified facility, the USHIO Oregon factory is leading the way with innovative, quality lighting products manufactured in the U.S., while also upholding high standards to protect our environment.

By producing a variety of products unmatched in quality and performance, and by backing that up with an unshakeable commitment to customer service, USHIO is a driving force in lighting-edge technology, leading its customers beyond the farthest reaches of their imagination.
USHIO Oregon delivers Quality Control throughout every step of the manufacturing process, repeatedly producing superior, high-quality specialty IR products.